ENROLLED
Senate Bill No. 222
(By Mr. CARSON, Mr. PRESIDENT)

[Passed March 4, 1965; in effect from passage.]

AN ACT to amend and reenact section one, article two, chapter sixty of the code of West Virginia, one thousand nine hundred thirty-one, as amended, relating to change in name of the office of West Virginia liquor control commissioner to West Virginia alcohol beverage control commissioner.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of West Virginia:

That section one, article two, chapter sixty of the code of West Virginia, one thousand nine hundred thirty-one, as amended, be amended and reenacted to read as follows:

Section 1. West Virginia Alcohol Beverage Control

2 Commissioner; Office Created; Powers Generally.—To ac-

3 complish the purposes of this chapter there is hereby
created the office of West Virginia alcohol beverage control commissioner. The commissioner shall have and is hereby granted all of the powers and authority and shall perform all of the functions and services heretofore vested in and performed by the West Virginia liquor control commissioner. The office of the West Virginia liquor control commissioner is hereby abolished. Whenever in this chapter and elsewhere in law reference is made to the West Virginia liquor control commissioner or liquor control commission such reference shall henceforth be construed and understood to mean the West Virginia alcohol beverage control commissioner. All parts and provisions of this chapter rendered meaningless and inapplicable by the provisions hereof are hereby modified and amended so that the provisions of this chapter will be consistent and harmonious in their entirety.
The Joint Committee on Enrolled Bills hereby certifies that the foregoing bill is correctly enrolled.
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